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Semiclassical complex interactions at a non-analytic
turning point
By
Setsuro Fujiie, Amina Lahmar-Benbernou
and Andre Martinez
Abstract
We continue a dominant WKB solution of the Schrodinger equation in the classically
forbidden region to an outgoing WKB solution in the classically allowed region across a sim-
ple (multi-dimensional) turning point, without assuming the analyticity for the potential. This
report explains briey the method used in [FLM], where we computed the semiclassical asymp-
totics of the width of shape resonances for non-globally analytic potentials.
x 1. Introduction
In this article, we discuss a local connection formula of a WKB solution for the
Schrodinger equation in Rn
(1.1) Pu = Eu; P =  h2+ V (x);
at a simple turning point of the non-analytic potential V (x). Here h is the semiclassical
parameter which tends to 0, and E is a spectral parameter which we will assume to
be zero for simplicity although all the arguments also work when it depends on h:
E = E0 +O(h).
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We assume that V (x) is smooth in a neighborhood 
 of the origin x = 0 and that
dV (0) 6= 0. Then we can choose Euclidean coordinates x = (x0; xn) = (x1; : : : ; xn 1; xn)
such that
V (x) =  Cxn +O(jxj2) as x! 0;
for some constant C > 0.
Let p(x; ) = jj2 + V (x) be the classical Hamiltonian of P and let also q(x; ) =
jj2   V (x). We consider the Hamilton ow exp tHp and exp tHq passing through the
origin (0; 0) in the phase space Rnx  Rn , where Hp is the Hamilton vector eld Hp =
@p  @x   @xp  @. If we write exp tHp(0; 0) = (x(t); (t)), exp tHq(0; 0) = (y(t); (t)),
they behave, as t! 0, like(
x0(t) = O(t4); 0(t) = O(t3);
xn(t) = Ct
2 +O(t3); n(t) = Ct+O(t2);(
y0(t) = O(t4); 0(t) = O(t3);
yn(t) =  Ct2 +O(t3); n(t) =  Ct+O(t2);
In particular, for small jtj, exp tHp(0; 0) is in the classically allowed region fx 2 
;V <
0g and exp tHq(0; 0) is in the classically forbidden region fx 2 
;V > 0g.
Suppose we are given a solution u to (1.1) in 
. We assume the following two
conditions:
(C1) Let x0 = exp t0Hq(0; 0), with small t0 < 0, be a point in 
 in the classically
forbidden region. In a neighborhood of x0, u has an asymptotic expansion of WKB
form:




k; (0) = 0
whose associated Lagrangian manifold
 = f(x; );  = @x(x)g
contains the Hamilton ow exp tHq(0; 0) for t0 < t < 0.
Remark that, since ddt(x(t)) = 2j(t)j2, (x) is increasing along the ow x(t), and
in particular,  (x(t)) > 0 for t < 0 i.e. u is exponentially large.
(C2) In the classically allowed region, u is outgoing in the sense that the incoming ow
is not in the frequency set of u. More precisely, for any small negative t,
exp tHp(0; 0) =2 FS (u):
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This means by denition that there exists a cut-o function  identically 1 in a





is O(h1) as h! 0.
The Lagrangian manifold  can be extended to a neighborhood of (x; ) = (0; 0)
since Hq does not vanish there: Hqj(0;0) =  C@n . More precisely, there exists a smooth
function g(x0; n) such that
 = f(x; ); 0 = @x0g(x0; n); xn =  @ng(x0; n)g;
and there exist smooth functions b(x0) = O(jx0j2), (x0) with (0) > 0 and cn(x0) =
O(jx0j2) such that
(1.3) @ng(x
0; n) = b(x0) + (x0)(n   cn(x0))2 +O((n   cn(x0))3)
as n ! cn(x0). The phase function (x), as well as the symbols ak(x), which satisfy the
transport equations along the Hamilton ow on , are well dened within the x-space
projection of , i.e. 
  := fx 2 
;xn + b(x0) < 0g and the boundary of this domain
C := fx 2 
;xn + b(x0) = 0g is called caustic set.
(C3) Let s(x) be such that s(x) = (x) where (x) < 0 in 
 , and s(x) = 0 elsewhere
in 




Problem Compute the asymptotic expansion of u in the domain 
+ := fx 2 
;xn +
b(x0) > 0g under the conditions (C1), (C2) and (C3).
This is a localized version of the problem considered for the study of the asymptotic
expansion of the width of shape resonances created by a well in an island, rst in [HeSj]
in the analytic case and recently in [FLM] in the C1 case.
Following Maslov's idea in [HeSj], we write u in a neighborhood of x = 0, as Laplace
transform in n of a WKB solution e
 g(x0;n)=hc(x0; n;h) in x0; n:





where the contour (x) will be suitably chosen to be a steepest descent path depending
on x.
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It turns out from (1.3) that, for x in 
 , the critical momentums n of the phase
xnn + g(x
0; n) are real. In 
+, however, they are imaginary if g is analytic, and they
are not dened if g is only C1, which is the case in general when the potential is not
analytic.
The purpose of this report is to explain the techniques used in [FLM]. Because of
the non-analyticity, we can extend u to 





In order to simplify the argument, we suppose that the dimension is 1, and after
that we make some remarks for the multi-dimensional case.
x 2. Connection of WKB solutions
In this and the next sections, we assume that n = 1 and C = 1, i.e. we consider
the equation
(2.1) Pu :=  h2 d
2u
dx2
+ V (x)u = 0; V (x) =  x+O(x2):
Notice that the caustic C is a simple turning point x = 0. If 
 = ( c; c0) for some
positive small c; c0, then 
  = ( c; 0); 






V (x)dx; for   c < x < 0:
Remark that  (x) is the Agmon distance d(x) from 0 to x and
(2.2)  (x) = d(x)  2
3
jxj3=2:









We will show step by step the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. There exist a function ~(x; h) verifying
~(x; h) = (x) in ( c; 0);
Re ~(x; h)  O(h1)





and, for any large N , a smooth function wN (x; h) 2 C1(( c; (Nk)2=3)) such that the
following properties hold:
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wN (x; h) = O(h mje Re ~(x;h)=h);
PwN (x; h) = O(hNe Re ~(x;h)=h):
(ii) In ( c; 0), wN has the same asymptotic expansion as (1.2): for any L 2 N, one
has











for some functions fl(y) smooth in a neighborhood of y = 0 and in particular f0(y) =
1.
(iii) Let x = (Nk)2=3~x and suppose 0 < ~x < 1 is independent of h. Then there
exists a family of functions fbl;m;j(~x)gl;m;j smooth in
p
~x in [0; 1) and in particular
b0;0;0(~x) = e
i=4 such that wN has the following asymptotic expansion: for any
L 2 N, there exists N 2 N such that























(In terms of ~x and  = 1
N ln 1h
,   ~(x)h = 2i~x
3=2
3 (1 +O((Nk)1=3)).)
x 2.1. Airy type integral representation
We look for a solution to (2.1) near the origin x = 0 in the form of (1.4).









3 +O(4) as  ! 0:
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Since g0() = 2 + O(3), there exist, for negative small x, two real critical points
+l (x); 
 
l (x) smooth with respect to
p x satisfying
l (x) = 
p x+O(x);
and x + g() takes a local minimum at  = +l (x) and a local maximum at  = 
 
l (x)
as a function of  on the real line. Hence
(x) = x+l (x) + g(
+




Let us dene the integral contour (x) as a real interval containing +l (x) inside as
the only non degenerate minimum.
By the usual Laplace's method, we have an asymptotic expansion of I(x; h) of the
form (2.3):
Lemma 2.2. For each x < 0 close to 0, one has








for some functions fj(y) smooth in a neighborhood of y = 0 with f0(0) =
p
.
The coecients f~aj(x)gj for negative small x are determined in a bijective way




near +l (x) 
p x. Thus we can dene fck()gk from faj(x)gj given in (1.2). These
fck()gk are dened near  = +l (x) > 0, and extended to a full real neighborhood of
 = 0 by the transport equations in momentum variable.
x 2.2. Holomorphic approximation
Denition 2.3. Let I  R be an open interval and f a smooth function on I.
We call the family of functions ffg>0 holomorphic -approximation of f on I if each




(f   f) = O(1) as  ! 0
uniformly on I for each k 2 N.
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A holomorphic -approximation can be constructed as follows: Let ~f be an almost


















~f(Re ; Im )
z    d
with () = f 2 C; dist(; I) = 2g is a holomorphic -approximation in  . In fact, it






( ~f   f)j  C(k;N)N :
In particular, this implies (2.5).
Let us dene, for any large N 2 N,




e (x+~gN (;h))=h~cN (; h)d;
where ~gN (; h), ~cN (; h) are holomorphic (Nh ln
1
h )
1=3-approximation of g(), c(; h)
respectively.
Lemma 2.4. For x 2 (0; (Nk)2=3), the equation
x+ ~g0N (;h) = 0
has two complex roots +r (x;h), 
 
r (x;h), holomorphic with respect to
p
x satisfying
r (x;h) = i
p
x+O(x) +O(h1):
Moreover, the critical value at  =  r (x;h)
~(x;h) := x r (x;h) + ~gN (
 




is a holomorphic function of
p
x and
(2.6) Re ~(x; h)  O(h1):
Now, as integration contour, we dene ~N (x; h) for x 2 ( ; (Nk)2=3) (  is a
suciently small constant) such that
 ~N (x;h)  f 2 C; j Im j < (Nk)1=3g.
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 If x 2 ( ; 0), then ~N (x;h) contains +l and there exists  > 0 such that
Re(x + ~g)    (jxj1=2 + j   +l (x)j)j   +l j2 on ~N ;
j   +l j  (Nk)1=3 at the extremities:
 If x 2 (0; (Nk)2=3), then ~N (x;h) contains  r and there exists  > 0 such that
(2.7) Re(x + ~g   ~)  (jxj1=2 + j    r j)j    r j2 on ~N ;
j    r j  (Nk)1=3 at the extremities:
We have the following propositions:












for x 2 ( ; 0).
Proposition 2.6. There exists 0 > 0 such that for any N , one has





uniformly in x 2 ( ; (Nk)2=3).
Thus we obtain our global approximate solution wN in Theorem 2.1 by connecting
u(x; h), I(x; h) and ~IN (x; h) with a suitable partition of unity.
x 2.3. Asymptotic expansion for positive x
Here we compute the asymptotic expansion of our approximate solution ~IN (x; h)
for positive but small x of order k2=3. We do it by the Laplace's method as for x < 0,
but we should be careful because, as h ! 0, x tends to 0 where the critical point
degenerates.
Proposition 2.7. Let x = (Nk)1=3~x. There exists a family of smooth functions





such that for any positive integer L, there exist N(L) 2 N and L > 0 such that if ~x is
in an interval (c1; c2), 0 < c1 < c2  1, then

















3   16j +O(kL+ 13 )
9=; ;
where k = h ln 1h and  = h=(Nk) = 1=(N ln
1
h ).
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Remark. The formula b0;0;0(~x) = e
i=4 in Theorem 2.1 (iii) follows from











1 +O(px) +O(h1) :
The Taylor expansion of the phase at  :=     r (x) = 0 is







(1  t)2~g(3)( r (x) + t)dt
is holomorphic both in
p
x and in  in a disc centered at 0 with radius of order (Nk)1=3.
Put
r(x)2 +G(x; )3 =: r(x)2
which can be rewritten as
^2 +G(x; r^)^3 = ^2
for ^ = =r, ^ = =r. This can be solved with respect to ^ and ^(x; ^) is holomorphic in
a h-independent neighborhood of ^ = 0, d^=d^j^=0 = 1. Since d=d = d^=d^, we get






F (x; ^;h) :=
d^
d^
 ~cN ( r (x) + r^(x; ^);h)
is holomorphic in ^ in a h-independent neighborhood of ^ = 0, and the integration
contour is included in a h-independent neighborhood of ^ = 0 and passes through the
origin ^ = 0 as the steepest descent path.
Set
~r(~x) := (Nk) 1=3r(x) =  i
p
~x(1 +O((Nk)1=3)); t := ~r3=2^:
Remark that t is real on the steepest descent path, and that e 
2= = h
2N : Then we







2=F (x; ~r 3=2t;h)dt+O(hN )
)
:






















2=fl(x; t)dt+O(hN ) +O(hL+1)
)
:
Recall that each fl is holomorphic in ^. Then Lemma 2.8 below says that there exists



















+RL(x; ) +O(hN ) +O(hL+1);
with










We nish the proof by taking for example N = 3L=L  L+1min(;L=2) and expanding





Lemma 2.8. Let f(t) =
P1
m=0 fmt
m be a holomorphic function of t at the
origin. Then there exists 0 > 0 such that for any 0 <  < 0, any  > 0 and any small

























m + rM (t)
with
jfmj  Cm+1; jrM (t)j  CM+2jtjM+1:
We rst show that























and then, taking M = [1=(eC2)], in particular, that the error RM is exponentially
small:















































































and we have the estimate (2.12) using (m  1)!  mm,  (M=2 + 1) MM=2.
If we take M = [1=(eC2)], we obtain (2.13) since C2m  C2M  1=e, M >
1=(eC2)  1. 
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x 3. Accuracy of the approximation
We estimate vN := u   wCN in ( (Nk)2=3; (Nk)2=3) for suciently large C. We
do this in two steps; rst we show, by using the Agmon estimate, that vN is at most of
polynomial order of h 1.
Proposition 3.1. There exists N0 such that for all N
jjvN jjH1(( (Nk)2=3;(Nk)2=3)) = O(h N0):
Then we show, using this and the propagation theorem of singularity that
Theorem 3.2. For any L 2 N large enough, there exists N 2 N such that
jjvN jjH1(( (Nk)2=3;(Nk)2=3)) = O(hL):
x 3.1. A priori estimate
The estimate in Proposition 3.1 is obvious in (0; (Nk)2=3) because both u and wCN
satisfy it (see (C3), (2.7) and (2.6)). Hence it suces to estimate vN in ( (Nk)2=3; 0).
One sees that there exists N0 such that
jje(x)=hvN jjH1(
 ) = O(h N0);
since this holds for u and wCN instead of v. In particular, denoting by xd=d0 the point
x < 0 such that d(x) = d0 (recall d(x) =  (x) is the Agmon distance),
jjvN jjH1([xd=2k;0]) = O(h N0 2):
In order to prove this estimate in ( (Nk)2=3; xd=2k), we use the so called Agmon
esitmate:
Lemma 3.3. For any h > 0, V 2 L1(Rn) real-valued, E 2 R, f 2 H1(Rn),




e =h( h2+ V )f; e =hf
= jjhr(e =hf)jj2 + 
(V   jr (x)j2)e =hf; e =hf :
Let h be a cut-o function with support in [x0; xd=k], which is identically 1 on
[x0 + ; xd=2k].
Recall that d(x) =   R x
0
p
V dx  Cjxj3=2 for some constant C > 0. With this C,
we dene
 N (x) = min( d(x) + CNk + kd(x)1=3; (1  k1=3)d(x)):
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This function  N is non-negative in ( (Nk)2=3; 0) since d(x) < CNk. Hence it suces
to show that
(3.1) jje N=hhvN jjH1 = O(h N0):
We apply Lemma 3.3 with  =  N , f = hvN . We check the following facts.
First, there exists a positive constant C1 such that




Next, the support of 0h is included in [x0; x0 + ] [ [xd=2k; xd=k]. On [x0; x0 + ],
e=hvN and its derivative are of O(h1) and hence so is e N=hvN . On [xd=2k; xd=k], we
have e N=h = O(h 2).
Then we obtain
h2jj(e N=hhvN )0jj2 + kjje N=hhvN jj2 = O(h1 + h N0 jje N=hhvN jj)
for some N0. Thus we proved (3.1).
x 3.2. Propagation of microsupport
The condition (C2) says that, for any h-independent small negative t, the point
(x(t); (t)) = exp tHp(0; 0) does not belong to the frequency set of u. We can show, fur-
thermore, that this is true even for h-dependent small negative t = tN :=   1(Nk)1=3.






Lemma 3.4. There exists 0 > 0 such that for any 0 <  < 0, for any N large
enough, and for tN :=   1(Nk)1=3, one has
(3.2) T(1(0;c0)u) = O(hN );  = (Nk) 1=3;
uniformly in
Wh(tN ) := f(x; ); jx  x(tN )j < (Nk)2=3; j   (tN )j < (Nk)1=3g:
Here, 1(0;c0) is the characteristic function of the interval (0; c
0).
This can be proved by using an improved microlocal exponential estimate with
h-dependent weight (see [FLM] x8.2).
The same estimate holds for the WKB solution wCN :
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Lemma 3.5. For any L 2 N large enough, there exists L > 0 such that for any
 2 (0; L], for any N  L=L and for tN :=   1(Nk)1=3, one has
(3.3) T(1((Nk)2=3;(Nk)2=3)wCN ) = O(hN + hL);
uniformly in Wh(tN ).
These two lemmas, combined with Proposition 3.1, imply that the dierence vN :=
N (x)(u wCN ), cut-o by N (x) = 0(x=(Nk)2=3) where 0(x) 2 C10 (R) is identically
equal to 1 in a suciently large neighborhood of the origin, satises
(3.4) T(vN ) = O(hL) uniformly in Wh(tN );
for N = L=L.




~x = x=(Nk)2=3; ~ = =(Nk)1=3;
~h = h=(Nk) = (N ln 1h )
 1 i:e: h = e 1=(N~h):
Setting (x; ) = AN (~x; ~) and ~p(~x; ~) = (Nk)
 2=3p  AN (~x; ~), one sees that for all
~t 2 R, one has
(3.6) exp ~tH~p = A
 1
N  (exp tHp) AN :
with ~t = (Nk) 1=3t.
We dene
~vN (~x) := (Nk)
1=3vN ((Nk)
2=3~x);
so that jjvN jjL2(Rx) = jj~vN jjL2(R~x). Then
(3.7) T (~vN )(~x; ~; ~h) = (Nk)
 1=3T(vN )(x; ;h);
with  = (Nk) 1=3, and (3.4) means, for some 0 < 0L < L,
(3.8) T (~vN ) = O(e 0L=~h);
uniformly in Wh(tN ), which corresponds, in the (~x; ~)-space, to
~Wh := f(~x; ~); j~x  ~x(  1)j < ; j~   ~(  1)j < g;
where (~x(~t); ~(~t)) = exp ~tH~p(0; 0), and we used (3.6).
Recall V (x) =  x+W (x),W (x) = O(x2). LetWN (x) be a holomorphic C(Nk)2=3-
approximation of W with suciently large constant C, and put VN (x) =  x+WN (x),
PN =  h2 d2dx2 + VN (x).
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By the above scale change, PN becomes
PN = (Nk)
2=3 ~PN ; ~PN =  ~h2 d
2
d~x2
  ~x+ (Nk) 2=3WN ((Nk)2=3~x):
It follows from Proposition 2.6 and (3.7) that there exists a positive constant  such
that
(3.9) T ~PN ~vN = O(e =~h):
Now we can apply the usual propagation theorem of microsupport (see for example
[Ma]): (3.8) implies that the microsupport of ~vN is disjoint with the set ~Wh. Notice
that the Hamilton ow of the principal symbol ~p0 := ~
2   ~x of ~PN ;
exp ~tH~p0(0; 0) = (~t
2; ~t)
passes through this set ~Wh for small enough h. Under the conditions of Proposition
3.1 and (3.9), the theorem says that the origin (~x; ~) = (0; 0) does not belong to the
microsupport of ~vN :
Proposition 3.6. There exists a positive constant  such that
T ~vN = O(e =~h)
in f(~x; ~); j~xj < ; j~j < g.
On the other hand, ~p0 is microlocally elliptic at (0; ~) except at the origin. Thus
combining the above fact with this ellipticity, we conclude that T ~vN is uniformly expo-
nentially small with respect to ~h in a neighborhood of f0g  R~, and hence ~vN (~x; h) is
exponentially small with respect to ~h in a xed neighborhood of ~x = 0. Returning to
the variable x and paremeter h, this means Theorem 3.2.
x 4. Remark in the multi-dimensional case
As for the connection of the WKB solution wN , essentially the same argument as
in x1 works in the multi-dimensional case n  2, replacing x by xn+b(x0), which denes
the caustic C.
As for the accuracy, it is important to see to which distance in x0 and 0 our
estimates are valid. Roughly speaking, jx0j and j0j should be of order (Nk)1=3 in the
classically allowed region, in order that 2n   xn be the \principal term". On the other
hand, in a neighborhood of the origin, jx0j should be of order (Nk)1=2 since the phase
 Re ~(x) increases with order (at most) jx0j2 in the directions x0.
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2=3; ~n = n=(Nk)
1=3;
~x0 = x0=(Nk)1=2; ~0 = 0=(Nk)1=2;
corresponding to (3.5). Then dening






T ~vN = (Nk)
 (n4+ 112 )TNvN ;




0 y0)2+(xn yn)2g=2hv(y)dy;  = (Nk) 1=3:
The scale change leads us to an operator ~PN whose ~h-semiclassical symbol is given by
~pN (~x; ~) = ~
2




Notice that, for j~xj small enough, it is elliptic only for (Nk)1=6j~0j + j~nj >  for some
positive .
Corresponding to (3.4), we can show
(4.2) TNvN = O(hN )
in a h-dependent neighborhood of exp tNHp(0; 0)
Wh(tN ) = fjxn   xn(tN )j  (Nk)2=3; jn   n(tN )j  (Nk)1=3;
jx0   x0(tN )j  (Nk)1=3; j0   0(tN )j  (Nk)1=3 g:
By the above scale change, this can be rewritten as
(4.3) T ~vN = O(e =~h)
in the tubular domain
~W = fj~xn   ~xn(  1)j  ; j~n   ~n(  1)j  ;
j~x0   ~x0(  1)j  (Nk) 1=6; j~0   ~0(  1)j  (Nk) 1=6 g:
Then by a (modied) analytic propagation theorem of microsupport, we can show,
corresponding to Proposition 3.6,
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Proposition 4.1. There exists a positive constant  such that
T ~vN = O(e =~h)
in V () := f(~x; ~); j~xj < ; (Nk)1=6j~0j+ j~nj < g.
In (fj~xj < 0g  Rn~ )nV (), ~pN is elliptic for small enough 0 > 0, and we conclude
that ~vN is exponentially small with respect to ~h and that vN is of O(hN ) for some
positive .
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